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It is our innate
teachers and want

Why this topic?

teachers and want
and appreciated
peers/employers.

desire to be good
want to be recognizedwant to be recognized

by our students/



My opinion on the subject

Students’ opinions/inputs

Who shoulddecide about goodteacher

Students’ opinions/inputs
that their views must
important to the development
goodteaching/goodteacher

subject is that:

opinions/inputs should be sought and

teacherand goodteaching?

opinions/inputs should be sought and
must be seen as centrally

developmentof knowledge about
teacherin higher education.



Various conceptions of 
teachingteaching

Various conceptions of 
teachingteaching



Mechanical concept of teaching

In this mechanical conception
focusis on skills, techniquesfocusis on skills, techniques

Mechanical concept of teaching

conception of teaching the
techniquesand competencies.techniquesand competencies.



Teachinga virtuous practice

We find conceptions of teachingwhich
practice involving a complex interplay
we might call a certain indefinable “something

Great teachers have that extra “ somethingGreat teachers have that extra “ something
beyondwords.

My argument, however, is not thatgreat
in the practice of teaching, butrather

practice

which emphasise teaching asrighteous
interplay of emotion, “ passion” and what

something”.

something” which is in some wayssomething” which is in some ways

great teachers do not need to beskilled
rather that this alone is too reductionist.



Concept of  personal ‘e’ factors

Teacher has to be embodiment
energy, excitement, enthusiasm
enterprise.

It is saidthat “ Everyone is full of

The trick is to release that ‘E’
effort, the enthusiasmas well as

’ factors

embodiment of many ‘e’ factors, such
enthusiasm, effort , effervescence and

of ‘E ’, in all its forms.

– the excitement as well asthe
the energy”.



Good university teacher
personal“ e” factors .

He/Sheenergizesstudents
creating culture” in the classroomcreating culture” in the classroom
participating are carried
cannot help but be “caught
teachingand learning”

“bubbles” with these

students and fosters an “energy
classroomsuch that thoseclassroomsuch that those

carried along in the flow and
“caught up in the excitementof



Another ‘e’ factor
‘empowerment’.

Teaching, it is said,Teaching, it is said,
businessof empowerment”

of importance is

said, is about “thesaid, is about “the
empowerment”



Environment canbe added

The environment includes theconditions
soas to “challenge andnurture ”

The best teachers create a
environment” in which the conditions
challengingwhilst alsosupportive

addedas another“ e” factor .

conditions which teacherscreate
” students.

a “ natural critical learning
conditions are both intellectually

supportive.



Good 

Engaging in continuous 
learning

Being approachable

Being an upright 
person with integrity

Being able to provide 
timely feedback

What makes a good teacher: From Students’ narratives

Teacher

Having a sense of 
humour

Being disciplined in 
teaching

Being selfless, caring, 
supportive and 

helpful

Good 

Engaging in continuous 
learning

Being authoritative 
with command over the 

subject matter

Being persuasive &
motivating

Being a good 
communicator

What makes a good teacher: From Students’ narratives

Teacher motivating

Being a reflective 
practitioner

Being passionate and 
inspiring

Having a sense of 
humour



Why we need good teachers?

The American Commission on

this questions as follows:

The quality of nation depends

citizens. The quality ofcitizens. The quality of

exclusively but in critical

of their education. The quality

depends, more than upon

upon the quality of their teacher

teachers?

on Teacher Education answered

depends upon the quality of

its citizens depends- notits citizens depends- not

critical measure-upon the quality

quality of their education

upon any other single factor,

teacher.”



Teacher performance is the

the field of education.

Whatever policies may

the ultimate analysis,the ultimate analysis,

interpreted and implemented

teachers.

the most crucial input in

may be laid down, in

analysis, these have to beanalysis, these have to be

implemented by the



CONCLUSION

The mistake of a doctor
buried in grave.

The mistake of an engineer
crematedin bricks.

The mistake of the lawyerlies
lies.

But the mistake of a teacher
reflectedon the Nation”

doctor lies

engineer lies

lies in

teacher is



“As a Potter moulds 
clay into a pot,

So does a teacher So does a teacher 
mould life of a 
student”









Four major aspects of teaching Four major aspects of teaching 



c. Personifying anideal learner

� Secret 7: Know your subject matter

�Secret 8: Tailor instructions
student

�� Secret 9: Relatelearning

� Secret 10:Orchestrate,

�Secret 11: Get beyondthe
and when.

learner

Secret 7: Know your subject matter

instructions to meet the needs of every

learning to “real” life

Orchestrate,don’t control

the basics of who, what, where



�Secret 1: Nurture anauthentic
respect andcaring

�Secret2: Hold students

a. Building a relationship for

�Secret2: Hold students

�Secret 3: Celebrateprogress
bar

authentic relationship of
caring.

to high expectations.

for success

to high expectations.

progressbut keep raising the



b. Creating conducive environment for learning and achievement 

�Secret 4: Set clearguidelines
classroom

�Secret5: Fosteran atmosphere�Secret5: Fosteran atmosphere
take academic

�Secret 6: Make yourclassroom

b. Creating conducive environment for learning and achievement 

guidelinesfor conduct in the

atmospherewhere it is safetoatmospherewhere it is safeto
academicrisks

classrooman engagingplace



d. Use of assessment as acritical

� Secret 12: Adaptinstruction
best basedupon

� Secret 13: Shareassessment
them ownership

critical instructional tool.

instruction method that works
upon the results of assessments

assessmentdata with students to give
ownershipover learning


